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Abstract
Host-pathogen coevolution is a major driver of species diversity, with an essential role in the generation and maintenance
of genetic variation in host resistance and pathogen infectivity. Little is known about how resistance and infectivity are
structured across multiple geographic scales and what eco-evolutionary processes drive these patterns. Across southern
Australia, the wild flax Linum marginale is frequently attacked by its rust fungus Melampsora lini. Here, we compare the
genetic and phenotypic structure of resistance and infectivity among population pairs from two regions where
environmental differences associate with specific life histories and mating systems. We find that both host and pathogen
populations are genetically distinct between these regions. The region with outcrossing hosts and pathogens that go
through asexual cycles followed by sexual reproduction showed greater diversity of resistance and infectivity phenotypes,
higher levels of resistance and less clumped within-population spatial distribution of resistance. However, in the region
where asexual pathogens infect selfing hosts, pathogens were more infective and better adapted to sympatric hosts. Our
findings largely agree with expectations based on the distinctly different host mating systems in the two regions, with
a likely advantage for hosts undergoing recombination. For the pathogen in this system, sexual reproduction may primarily
be a survival mechanism in the region where it is observed. While it appears to potentially have adverse effects on local
adaptation in the short term, it may be necessary for longer-term coevolution with outcrossing hosts.
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Introduction
Spatial and temporal heterogeneity in the genetic structure of
interacting host and pathogen populations is a characteristic of
natural host-pathogen systems [1], [2], [3], [4]. It is widely
assumed that variation in host resistance and pathogen infectivity
plays a crucial role in the spread and persistence of infectious
diseases. While spatial variation in resistance is generally observed
at all spatial scales studied (reviewed in [5]), it is unclear how this
structure integrates hierarchically across the multiple spatial scales
of a host-pathogen interaction, eg. within and among host
populations of a region and among regions. Similarly, it is still
mostly unclear how the spatial structure of pathogen infectivity
relates to the spatial structure of host resistance for a given host-
pathogen association. As a result, the consequences of spatial
variation in resistance and infectivity for disease dynamics and
coevolution within and across spatial scales are largely unresolved.
In addition, little is known about the processes that contribute to
generating this spatial structure, with ongoing debate on the
respective roles of coevolution, adaptation to abiotic environ-
ments, demographic processes and stochasticity [6], [7], [8].
Hence, contrasting the patterns of spatial variation in resistance or
infectivity across a range of spatial scales, and identifying biological
or environmental processes that are predicted to generate these
patterns constitute major goals in coevolutionary biology.
In nature, individual host-pathogen associations often occur
across a range of environments. Patterns of resistance and
infectivity within such interactions likely result from the interactive
effects of local, population and regional scale processes [5]. Within
local host populations, the spatial distribution of individuals and
resistance genes may have important consequences for disease
epidemiology and resultant patterns of host-pathogen co-adapta-
tion [5,9]. Specifically, theoretical work predicts that genetically
diverse host populations are better at preventing disease spread
than more homogeneous ones [10]. This prediction is supported
by studies in several natural plant and animal host-pathogen
systems [5], [11], [12], [13], [14], [15]. In agricultural systems,
experimental comparisons of random crop varietal mixtures and
patterned stands infected with various rusts and mildews have
demonstrated that host diversity can restrict epidemic develop-
ment and reduce the selection pressure imposed by pathogens
[16], [17], [18]. This benefit of host diversity in limiting disease
spread is reduced when pathogen populations exhibit correlated
variation in infectivity [19]. Across a metapopulation, differenti-
ation in resistance phenotypes among host populations is also
likely to negatively affect the spread of epidemics [20].
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A number of processes have been proposed as contributing to
the generation of spatial structure in resistance and infectivity,
including coevolution and mode of reproduction [9], [21], [22],
[23]. At very fine scales, mating system in plants has a major
influence on the spatial distribution of traits, with host outcrossing
found to generate relatively random spatial distributions among
individuals whereas self-fertilization results in more clumped
distributions [24], [25]. Assuming no selection by the pathogen
acting to disrupt this distribution, we predict that this should also
be true for resistance genes. Likewise, on the pathogen side,
variation in infectivity can be increased and maintained through
sexual recombination [26], [27]. Consistent with this, studies of
agricultural rust pathogens also describe sexually reproducing
populations to be more diverse than their asexual counterparts
(e.g. [28], [29]).
At broader scales, differentiation among populations or regions
of host and pathogen should reflect the combined effects of
selection, gene flow and drift [30]. Low within-population or
region connectivity and adaptive processes resulting from strong
local coevolution are expected to increase variation in resistance
and infectivity across a region [31]. Furthermore, non-adaptive
processes such as random drift, bottlenecks and founder effects
should reinforce any differentiation [32]. Additionally, correlated
traits evolving as regional adaptations not directly related to
antagonistic coevolution may indirectly affect the spatial structure
of resistance and infectivity if they affect genetic recombination
[33]. Estimating the relative importance and effect of these
multiple factors at each spatial scale is crucial to being able to
predict the structure of resistance and infectivity in a region and
the resulting local coevolutionary trajectories and disease dynamics
[6], [34], [35]. However, directly identifying causal factors
underlying variation within and among host and pathogen demes
has proved difficult as populations often exist among regions
where environmental grain, life-history differences and variation in
other factors is confounded. A more immediate goal can be to,
first, assess the extent of this variation across heterogeneous
environments and, second, compare the observed patterns with
those predicted by the specific key life-history traits of host and
pathogen found in those environments.
In this study we examine patterns of resistance and infectivity at
multiple spatial scales in the interaction between the Australian
wild flax species, Linum marginale, and its host-specific rust
pathogen, Melampsora lini. At the regional level, evidence has
accumulated indicating marked geographic differences in modes of
reproduction of both host and pathogen [36], [37]. Allozyme
studies revealed that host populations in subalpine (‘‘Mountains’’)
regions of south-east Australia show a high level of selfing, while
those in the adjacent drier plains regions (‘‘Plains’’) undergo
relatively high levels of outcrossing [36]. However, information
regarding the genetic structure of host populations within in-
dividual demes is currently missing. The development of L.
marginale microsatellite markers provides an opportunity to in-
vestigate polymorphism in host populations at multiple scales, in
the context of regional differences in outcrossing rate. For the
pathogen, M. lini, an analogous geographic pattern is found in that
two genetically and spatially distinct lineages exist. In the Plains
region, the dominant lineage shows a mixed mating system (both
sexual and asexual reproduction), while that in the Mountains
region reproduces almost exclusively asexually [38], [39]. There-
fore, the Linum-Melampsora interaction in the Plains and Mountains
regions provides us a opportunity to explicitly compare the spatial
structure of resistance and infectivity at multiple scales across
different environments. Specifically, we: (1) estimate regional
genetic differentiation in host and pathogen and use reciprocal
inoculation trials to test the prediction that the geographical
distribution of pathogen lineages cannot be explained by regional
adaptation in infectivity alone; (2) verify the prediction that host
outcrossing and pathogen sexual reproduction associate with
greater phenotypic diversity of host and pathogen within and
among regions; and (3) test the prediction that selfing associates
with a more clumped fine-scale spatial distribution of resistance
than outcrossing but that outcrossing allows the concentration of
multiple resistances within some rare individuals.
Materials and Methods
No specific permits were required for the field studies reported
here. Verbal agreement was obtained from Steve Cathcart of the
NSW National Parks & Wildlife Services to sample in the
Mountains populations. Sampling in Plains populations did not
require specific permissions as the sampling was conducted along
public roads in locations not privately owned or protected in any
way. The field studies did not involve endangered or protected
species.
Linum marginale – Melampsora lini Pathosystem
The Australian native flax, Linum marginale, is found in a broad
range of habitats across southern Australia [40]. Populations are
spatially discrete, separated by distances ranging from a few
hundreds of metres to tens of kilometres and vary substantially in
size from less than 100 to more than 5000 plants [41], while
densities can be as high as 40 m22 [42]. To our knowledge,
pollination mechanisms are unknown for L. marginale, although
circumstantial evidence from crosses and introgressed lines
suggests the absence of within- or among-population mating
incompatibility or self-incompatibility [43].
Infection by the rust pathogen Melampsora lini has the potential
to cause significant fitness impacts on L. marginale, including
reduced seed yield and increased host mortality [44]. The rust
occurs across the geographic and habitat range of its host.
Dikaryotic urediospores constitute the asexual stage of the rust;
they are wind-dispersed and their rapid propagation can lead to
local epidemics, with up to 8 reproduction cycles in a growing
season. This asexual stage is observed in both the Mountains and
Plains regions. However, in the Plains but not in the Mountains, it
is followed by the sexual stage at the end of the disease season.
Infectivity in M. lini is controlled by effector genes (also called
avirulence genes) which determine successful infection on a given
host [45]. Both full and partial resistance to M. lini in L. marginale
result from highly specific gene-for-gene interactions [43]. Partial
infections are typically associated with a reduction in the impact of
disease on host fitness. In this system, a high frequency of partial
resistance indicates lower pathogen local adaptation [46].
Genetic analysis of M. lini isolates collected from L. marginale
populations across Australia has revealed the existence of two
widespread pathogen lineages (termed AA and AB). These lineages
have largely discrete infectivity profiles, separate (although partly
overlapping) geographic distributions (Fig. 1) and differ in mode of
reproduction [39]. Lineage AB appears to have originated from
hybridization between lineage AA and an extinct or as yet
unidentified lineage BB [39] and is largely restricted to the
Mountains. Consistent with an exclusively clonal mode of
reproduction, lineage AB isolates show a fixed pattern of
heterozygosity (single A and B alleles at tested microsatellite loci),
low genotypic diversity, and strong linkages within and between
genetic and phenotypic markers [37]. In contrast, lineage AA
strains occur in the drier Plains and have a population structure
consistent with mixed sexual and clonal reproduction.
Host-Pathogen Coevolution and Life Histories
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Environmental variation over the geographic range of L.
marginale plays a critical role in determining the distribution of
the two M. lini lineages. In the Mountains populations the main
host and pathogen growing season corresponds with late spring
and summer [36]. Warm to hot temperatures occurring during
this season likely restrict the invasion of lineage AA strains into
Mountain host populations as such conditions trigger formation of
dormant teliospores in this lineage but not lineage AB [39].
Autumn frosts cause plants to die back to protected shoots and
rootstocks which generates abrupt crashes in pathogen numbers.
The pathogen survives as clonal propagules on plant shoots
between growing seasons. In contrast, in the Plains environment
(hot, dry summers; mild winters), the main host and pathogen
growing season corresponds with the cool winter and spring
months. In years where there is a strong summer drought, hosts
are annual, or survive hot dry summers as underground rootstocks
where above-ground shoots die back. Under such conditions,
initiation of the pathogen sexual cycle allows survival as dormant
teliospores, favoring the persistence of lineage AA isolates [37],
[39]. Isolates from the Mountains and Plains undergo a similar
number of clonal cycles of reproduction and increase in a given
growing season.
Host and Pathogen Genetic and Phenotypic Structure
within and Among Regions
Host and pathogen sampling and genetic
characterization. For hosts used for the assessment of re-
sistance diversity in the Mountains vs. Plains regions, seed was
collected during the 2005 growing season from 29–34 L. marginale
individuals from each of 5 Mountains (N2, Kiandra, B2, B3, SH2)
and 5 Plains populations (Gundagai, Garra, Larras Lee, Marrar,
Molong) (Fig. 1). At the same time, in each of these populations, an
average of 30 M. lini isolates were sampled haphazardly, each
from a single pustule on a unique infected plant, and propagated
as described previously [41]. Genetic characterization of these
isolates was reported in a previous study [37]. Genetic evidence
indicates no ploidy differences between lineages of M. lini.
Figure 1. Geographical distribution of M. lini lineages in the Mountains and Plains regions in southeastern New South Wales,
Australia.Within each region, 5 host-pathogen population pairs were sampled for regional assessments of host resistance and pathogen infectivity.
Genetic characterization of pathogen isolates (collected during the 2006 growing season) was conducted using microsatellite markers. On average,
30 pathogen isolates were tested per population.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0041366.g001
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Host populations were genetically characterized using ten
microsatellite markers derived from a set developed to study the
cultivated flax Linum usitatissimum including Lub4, Lub11, Lua58,
Lua64, Lua83B, Lua105, Lua133, Lu139, Lu158 and Lu176
(Supplemental Information (SI) Table S1) [47]. PCR amplification
consisted of an initial 4 minutes of denaturation at 95uC followed
by 15 cycles comprising 30 s of denaturation at 94uC, 30 s of
annealing at 65uC and 80 s of elongation at 72uC. A second
amplification phase was performed with 15 s of denaturation at
94uC, 15s of annealing at 50uC annealing and 45 s of elongation
at 72uC repeated over 30 cycles. The size of the amplicons was
determined using an ABI 31306l sequencer. Fragments were
analysed using the Genemapper v4.0 software (Applied Biosys-
tems, Carlsbad, California, USA). Multiple bands were observed
at most microsatellite markers tested (Table S1). Hence, we scored
the presence/absence of individual bands for each microsatellite
marker in binary fashion to produce AFLP-like data for each
population (SI Table S2). We used GenAlex [48] to perform an
analysis of molecular variance (AMOVA) on our microsatellite
data and to estimate Nei’s genetic distance between populations.
Host resistance/pathogen infectivity census among and
within regions. We assessed phenotypic variation in host
resistance within and among regions from the 5 Mountain and 5
Plains populations described above using a set of 12 phenotypically
distinct pathogen isolates (Mountains/lineage AB: SH2-1, N2-9,
K8, SH2-8, B3-16, B3-4; Plains/lineage AA: Gar-26, Gun-14,
Gun-37, L.Lee-49, Mar-34, Mar-41). These pathogen isolates
were selected as they showed unique infectivity profiles when
inoculated onto a set of 13 differential L. marginale lines (see below).
Inoculations were performed as previously described [41], [42]. A
single plant was established from seed of each host sampled in the
field; stems taken from each individual were assessed for their
infection-type response to the 12 pathogen isolates. All plant
resistance responses were assessed by assigning plants to one of 3
responses to pathogen challenge: 1) resistant, 2) partially resistant,
or 3) fully susceptible (Fig. S1). Using this partition into 3
categories, we estimated differences in hosts from the two regions
when challenged with sympatric vs. allopatric pathogens. Next, we
were interested in comparing similarities in resistance specificities
across populations from a region. Hence, we estimated diversity in
resistance responses by grouping fully susceptible and partially
resistant responses (categories 2 and 3 described above) into
a single ‘‘infected’’ category, to provide a contrast with the fully
resistant ( = no sporulation) category. In this analysis, we grouped
under a common ‘‘resistance phenotype’’ the individuals that resist
the same isolates and get infected by the same isolates. This served
to specifically quantify individuals within and among populations
that are functionally similar during epidemics, despite slight
variations in the degree of resistance.
Similarly, we determined pathogen ‘‘infectivity phenotypes’’ by
inoculating the isolates from each host population onto a standard
set of 13 L. marginale differential lines [43]. These differential lines
represent a continental sample of hosts that serve to maximise the
diversity of resistance in the set and are hence used to discriminate
pathotypes with higher resolving power than hosts sampled from
sympatric populations. As we were interested only in diversity,
binary infection scores were used. Isolates that were infective on
the same hosts and non-infective on the same hosts were grouped
within a single ‘‘infectivity phenotype’’. The number of host
differential lines that could be overcome over the total number of
hosts assayed gave the average infectivity of an infectivity
phenotype.
Statistical analyses. Using phenotypic data for the five
Mountain and five Plains populations scored against 12 isolates of
the two pathogen lineages, we implemented a hierarchically nested
Generalized Linear Mixed Model (GLMM) to analyse how host
responses to inoculation were distributed across populations and
regions, and to detect possible host region x pathogen lineage
interactions indicative of local adaptation. The explanatory fixed
variables were region (Mountains vs. Plains), host population
nested under region, and pathogen lineage (AA vs. AB). Host line
(nested under host population 6 region) and pathogen isolate
(nested under lineage) were defined as random variables. Whether
the variance associated with a given random effect significantly
exceeded zero was evaluated using Wald Z-tests [49]. Non-
significant interactions were dropped from models in a step-wise
manner. The model was fitted using PROC GLIMMIX in SAS
9.1.3 (SAS Institute 2001). We carried out post hoc pair-wise
comparisons to identify which host region x pathogen lineage
combinations differed significantly. We used G-tests to determine
whether the number of responses in the three categories –
susceptible, partially resistant and resistant – differed among host
regions and pathogen lineages. We used chi-square tests to assess
whether the number of resistance and infectivity phenotypes per
region (see definition above) differed between Mountains and the
Plains regions, and G-tests to assess whether the number of
phenotypes differed among populations within regions.
Fine-scale Within-population Assessment of Host Genetic
and Phenotypic Diversity and Outcrossing Rate
Spatial genetic autocorrelations of hosts within
transects. For hosts used in the fine-scale estimation of
phenotypic and genetic diversity, single two-metre wide transects
running through the centre of each of two Mountains (G3, G1)
and two Plains (Gundagai, Canowindra) populations were
established at the beginning of the 2000 growing season (Fig. 1).
As seed capsules matured, the spatial location of every plant in
each transect was recorded and seed collected from each plant
separately, independent of its infection status. Mountain transects
were both 120 m long and sampled 292 and 352 individuals
respectively; Plains transects were 80 m long and sampled 352 and
316 individuals respectively. For the four population transects,
aggregation of spatial distribution of plants was calculated using
Lloyd’s index of patchiness [50], as P = 1+[(s2-m)/m2] where m and
s2 are the mean density of the target population in 2 m2 blocks
and its variance respectively. An index value of less than 1
indicates a random distribution while a value of more than 1
indicates aggregation. This measure is insensitive to overall
population density. Genotyping was conducted following the
procedure described above for the hosts from the 5 Mountains and
5 Plains populations. The converted AFLP-like genotype data for
the four transects was used in the SGS software (v1.0d) [51] to
calculate genetic dissimilarity between individuals using Tanimoto
distance [52]. Distograms were generated for blocks of 0.5 m for
the first 10 metres (1000 permutations using Monte Carlo
permutation procedure). The overall mean of genetic distances
between all individuals served as reference for random spatial
structure and to determine 99% confidence intervals. This process
calculates, for each distance block, whether individuals are more
similar to each other than expected at random based on mean
genetic distance in the whole population. Hence, this measure is
insensitive to population density or patchiness of individuals. Due
to sampling being done within transects, the diversity sampled in
this study was not used to extract information on population
demography such as effective population size.
Spatial phenotypic autocorrelations of hosts within
transects. Individual seedlings were germinated and grown
from seed collected from all plants mapped in the four transects.
Host-Pathogen Coevolution and Life Histories
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These seedlings were grown in the glasshouse to adult size and
then assessed for their infection type response to two Mountains
and two Plains pathogen isolates collected from the same or closely
adjacent pathogen populations (Mountains isolates: A54, W10;
Plains: GR3, Can2). From each actively growing plant, 4 stems of
similar age were cut and inoculated with spores from a single
isolate following a standard procedure [42]. Infection types for
each plant line x pathogen isolate combination were assessed as
resistant, partially resistant or fully susceptible. The spatial
structure of phenotypes was assessed by calculating a city-block
distance [52] using the resistance phenotype to all four isolates as
independent quantitative traits (susceptible, partially resistant and
resistant were coded 1, 2 and 3 respectively). The mean
phenotypic distance between all pairs of individuals belonging to
a given distance class was compared to the mean phenotypic
distance between all individuals in the population. This measure is
also insensitive to overall population density and patchiness of
individuals. Using the SGS software (v1.0d) [51], distograms were
generated for blocks of 0.5 m for the first 8 metres (1000
permutations using Monte Carlo permutation procedure) and
99% confidence intervals were determined.
Estimation of outcrossing rates within transects. To
estimate population equilibrium outcrossing rates for the popula-
tion transects from G1, G3, Canowindra and Gundagai, we
selected 5 microsatellite loci (Lub4, Lub11, Lua58, Lua64 and
Lua83B) that raised a pair of alleles that could be scored as
codominant in those populations. At each selected locus, for the 2
selected alleles, at least one allele was always present, and in some
individuals both alleles were present. For these selected loci and
pairs of alleles, the relative frequencies of rare and common alleles
were relatively stable across Mountains or Plains populations with
approximately 20%–80% ratio. Outcrossing values obtained for
each locus were averaged across loci to generate an estimate of
population equilibrium outcrossing rate. The outcrossing rate t
was derived as t = (1–F)/(1+F), where F is the fixation index
calculated as F= 1- (Het6N)/(26A16A2). In a population at
inbreeding equilibrium of N individuals genotyped using a selec-
tively neutral microsatellite marker with two alleles a1 and a2, Het is
the number of heterozygotes, and A1 and A2 is the number of a1
and a2 alleles in the population respectively.
Results
Genetic and Life History Differences among M. lini
Lineages Associate with Geographic Distribution at
Regional Scale and Regional Adaptation of Pathogens to
their Hosts
Regional genetic differentiation among host and
pathogen populations. There was strong genetic differentia-
tion between pathogen lineages in the Mountains and Plains
regions respectively. Mountains pathogen populations consisted
almost exclusively of lineage AB isolates whereas Plains pathogen
populations contained ,85% lineage AA and ,15% lineage AB
(Fig. 1). Similarly, host populations from Mountains and Plains
exhibited strong regional differentiation. Using AMOVA, we
found strong structure in the genetic make-up of L. marginale
populations (P,0.01 for all variance components), with most
molecular variation contained within individual populations
(49%), whereas 34% of the variation was among populations
within a region, and the remaining 17% of the variation was
explained by the regional origin of the hosts. Estimation of Nei’s
genetic distance between host populations showed that populations
from the Mountains are genetically closer to each other than to
populations from the Plains (Fig. 2). Geographically, Plains
populations are separated by much greater distances (up to
,250 km) than Mountains populations (20 km or less) (Fig. 1).
Consistent with this, we found that genetic distances between
Plains populations were greater than those between Mountains
populations (Fig. 2).
Regional adaptation of pathogens to their hosts. Next,
we compared the ability of pathogen isolates from Mountains
(lineage AB) and Plains (lineage AA) to generate fully resistant,
partially resistant or fully susceptible infection type responses on
their allopatric and sympatric L. marginale plants (Fig. 3; Fig. S2).
We found strong evidence for host region6 pathogen lineage –
interactions driving patterns of resistance (P,0.0001; Table 1),
suggesting local adaptation of pathogen lineages to their host
Figure 2. Tree of Nei’s genetic distances within and among Linum marginale populations from Mountains and Plains regions.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0041366.g002
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regions (Fig. 3). Indeed, Mountains isolates showed strong local
adaptation as they were found to be more infective on their
sympatric hosts than Plains pathogens (local vs. foreign) and more
infective on their sympatric hosts than on allopatric hosts (home vs.
away; Fig.3; G-test P-values ,0.001). Using the home vs. away
measure of local adaptation, Plains pathogens appeared locally
adapted when comparing their infectivity on Plains hosts vs.
Mountain hosts (P,0.0001; Table 1). However, using the local vs.
foreign measure of local adaptation, we find that hosts from the
Plains are similarly resistant to both pathogen lineages (P=0.729;
Fig. 3). This strongly indicates that the low frequency of lineage
AB in the Plains is not restricted by its infectivity on the Plains
hosts.
Within- and among-region Differences in Host and
Pathogen Phenotypic Diversity
For both hosts and pathogens, regional comparisons of re-
sistance and infectivity phenotypes showed significantly greater
diversity in Plains than in Mountains populations (chi-square tests,
1 df, Host: P=0.02, Pathogen: P=0.0007). In each region, 5
populations of 30 hosts were assayed, giving a possible maximum
of 150 host resistance phenotypes observed (out of theoretically 212
different resistance phenotypes scored binarily using 12 differential
pathogen isolates). Out of this possible maximum of 150 resistance
phenotypes, 26 were detected in the Mountains and 57 in the
Plains of which 11 were common to both. For the pathogen, 32
and 84 pathogen infectivity phenotypes were found in the
Mountains and the Plains respectively, of which 8 were common
to both (Figs. 4A,B). Surprisingly, at the individual population
level, the relative diversity of L. marginale populations in the
Mountains (average 8.4 resistance phenotypes per population,
relative diversity = 28%) was not significantly different to that of
Plains populations (average 13.4 resistance phenotypes per
population, relative diversity = 45%; Student test P.0.05;
Fig. 4A,B). Since, there is greater regional diversity in the Plains
than in the Mountains, this indicates a greater overlap of resistance
phenotypes among Mountains host populations, whereas Plains
host populations are more differentiated, consistent with the larger
geographical distances between these populations compared to
Mountains populations. An analysis of phenotypic variance found
that host populations within regions did not cluster together
(Fig. S3) primarily because there were populations in both regions
with little or no resistance (Larras Lee and B2: Fig. S2).
In contrast, individual Mountains pathogen populations were
significantly less diverse than their Plains counterparts (Student
test, P,0.001), being composed of an average of 11.8 infectivity
phenotypes while Plains populations contained an average of 22.8
infectivity phenotypes (relative diversity of 39% and 76% re-
spectively; Figs. 4A,B). The Gundagai host-pathogen populations
showed the highest diversity with 27 resistance phenotypes out of
30 individuals tested and 25 infectivity phenotypes out of 27
isolates tested. Interestingly, in both Mountains and Plains
populations, the number of infectivity phenotypes was always
greater than that of resistance phenotypes. Consistent with their
lineage origin, an analysis of variance of infectivity found that
phenotypically, pathogens from a given region are more similar to
each other than to pathogen populations from the other region
(Fig. S3).
Within regions, no significant differences were detected in
pathogen phenotype diversity levels among populations (G-test,
Mountains P=0.85 and Plains P=0.95). However, while no
significant differences in resistance phenotype diversity were found
among host populations in the Mountains (G-test P=0.34),
variation did occur among those in the Plains (G-test, 4 df,
P=0.008). One Plains host population in particular (Larras Lee)
Figure 3. Regional adaptation of Plains and Mountains pathogens to their allopatric and sympatric hosts. Mean patterns of resistance
in 5 Mountains and 5 Plains populations of L. marginale (30 plants per population) to 6 Mountains and 5 Plains isolates of M. lini. Infection type
responses shown by hosts were classified into fully resistant, partially resistant or fully susceptible (see Materials & Methods).
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0041366.g003
Table 1. Results of GLMMs on the effects of host origin and
pathogen lineage on resistance responses at the regional
level.
Variable df Residual df F/P
Host population (within
host region)
8 305 22.73/,0.0001
Host region 1 305 33.12/,0.0001
Pathogen lineage 1 10 26.31/0.0004
Pathogen lineage6host
population
8 3454 30.34/,0.0001
Pathogen lineage6host region1 3454 244.89/,0.0001
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0041366.t001
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was almost exclusively composed of a single phenotype that
showed complete susceptibility to all isolates tested. Surprisingly,
the associated pathogen population diversity was high, with 23
pathotypes out of 31 tested. Similarly, all 30 hosts representing the
Garra population could be infected by sympatric isolate Gar-26,
yet the Garra pathogen population was very diverse, with 25
infectivity phenotypes detected among the 32 isolates tested.
Consistent with these observations, there was no correlation
between the number of resistance phenotypes and the number of
infectivity phenotypes in either the Plains or the Mountains.
There was a major difference in the occurrence of rare
resistance phenotypes (those with frequencies ,2%) which
represented 15% and 44% of the Mountains and Plains
populations respectively (Fig. 4C). Similarly, no one infectivity
phenotype comprised more than 4% of the combined Plains
region, whereas the most common infectivity phenotype in the
Mountains comprised 23% of the isolates from that region
(Fig. 4C).
Regional Differences in Distribution of Resistance Among
Individuals of a Population
We were further interested in regional differences in the
distribution of individual resistance responses within local host
populations. We therefore assessed the identity and number of
resistant responses observed when plant lines from Mountains
and Plains populations were challenged by the set of 12
differential pathogen isolates. There were marked differences
among regions in the distribution of number of resistances per
individual host. Plains individuals that could resist 3 pathogen
differentials were more prevalent than those that could recognise
1 or 2 isolates, but less prevalent than individuals that recognised
none of the pathogen isolates (Fig. 5). In contrast, in the
Mountains region, most individuals had no resistance to the
differential isolates tested and there was a continuous decline in
the relative abundance of individuals able to recognize a broader
range of isolates (Fig. 5 top panel). However, in the Plains, this
negative relationship was less pronounced (and primarily driven
Figure 4. Diversity in resistance of L. marginale and infectivity ofM. lini in Mountains and Plains regions. (A) Relative phenotype diversity
was calculated as the ratio of phenotypes found per population over the number of individuals tested. A value of 1 would mean that all individuals
tested were different in the assay. (B) The total number of phenotypes in each region calculated for both host and pathogen. (C) The relative
frequency in the region of different phenotypes plotted for host and pathogen in Mountains vs Plains. Phenotypes occurring at a frequency of less
than 2% were characterized as ‘‘rare’’ and grouped.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0041366.g004
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by complete susceptibility in the Larras Lee population), and 3
populations out of 5 predominantly contained individuals that
could resist 3–4 differential isolates (Molong, Garrar, Gundagai;
Fig. 5 bottom panel). In the Plains host populations Molong and
Gundagai, some individuals were resistant to as many as 10 and
11 of the 12 differential isolates respectively. In summary, Plains
hosts had broader resistance specificities on average than
Mountains hosts; in addition, the distribution of resistance across
individuals within populations was also different between Plains
and Mountains.
Regional Differences in Patterns of Genetic and
Phenotypic Similarity of Hosts at Very Fine Spatial Scales
Next, we investigated whether differences in the distribution of
resistance specificities (Fig. 5) between Mountains and Plains host
populations was associated with a difference in the spatial
distribution of resistance within populations. We selected two
representative populations from the Mountains (G1 and G3) and
two from the Plains (Canowindra and Gundagai) to establish
transects. The average population density in Plains transects (2.08
plants per m2) was higher than in Mountains transects, with 1.33
plants per m2 (Student test, P,0.05). Individual plants from both
Mountains and Plains transects show significant levels of
aggregation (Student test, H0:m=1, P,0.01), but no significant
differences between populations (Student test, P.0.05). Lloyd’s
index of patchiness was 2.2 and 2.7 for Mountains populations G1
and G3 respectively and 2.6 and 3.6 in Plains populations
Canowindra and Gundagai. The fine-scale distribution of re-
sistance phenotypes showed considerable differences between the
two Mountains and Plains transects but not between transects
from the same region (Fig. 6A). In the two Mountains populations,
individual resistance exhibited a distinctly aggregated distribution
with the probability of plants having a similar phenotype (99%
confidence) remaining significant up to 6.7 m and 4.7 m in G3
and G1 respectively. In contrast, the Gundagai population showed
virtually no spatial structuring, while that at Canowindra was
restricted to less than 2 metres (Fig. 6A). In essence, within a patch
of plants, groups of individuals with similar resistance phenotypes
were considerably larger in the selfing Mountains populations than
in the outcrossing Plains populations.
We contrasted this assessment of the spatial distribution of
resistance, i.e. a trait potentially under selection, with a parallel
evaluation of the spatial distribution of 9 neutral microsatellite
markers using the same plants (Fig. 6B). The patterns detected
were similar to those based on the distribution of resistance
phenotypes. Both Mountains populations showed evidence of
significant aggregation of particular microsatellite phenotypes at
spatial scales that were very similar to those detected for resistance
(both exceeding 5.5 m) while spatial structuring in both the Plains
populations was very low (less than 3 and 1 m for Canowindra and
Gundagai respectively; Fig. 6B).
Consistent with differences in the spatial distribution of
resistance phenotypes and microsatellite genotypes, genetic
analysis revealed significant differences in mating system between
the transect populations from Mountains and Plains. Mountains
populations G1 and G3 demonstrate a high level of inbreeding
with outcrossing rates of 1.9% and 2.9% respectively (Fig. S4). In
contrast, Plains populations Gundagai and Canowindra exhibit
outcrossing rates of 24% and 29% respectively. Previous work
using allozymes on this system indicates that these estimates are
representative of the other Mountains and Plains host populations
included in this study [36].
Discussion
Identifying the processes that shape the distribution of genetic
variation at different spatial and temporal scales represents a key
challenge in ecology and evolutionary biology. A general pre-
diction is that coevolution would tend to select host traits that
reduce spread of disease and pathogen traits that increase
adaptation to sympatric hosts [53]. Also, we predict that non-
coevolutionary processes, e.g. adaptation to the physical environ-
ment, that affect genetic recombination or gene flow will indirectly
affect levels and diversity of host resistance and pathogen
infectivity; although the direction of this effect is yet unclear. To
examine how diversity is partitioned among different spatial scales,
and to attempt to tease apart the processes responsible for
structuring genetic variation, we investigated hierarchical patterns
of genetic structure as well as patterns of resistance and infectivity
in the Linum-Melampsora interaction in two geographic regions.
These regions represent distinct environments that are also
congruent with major differences in life histories of both the host
and the pathogen. Here, we attempt to reconcile our findings with
patterns predicted as a result of the distinct host mating systems
and pathogen modes of reproduction (sexual vs. asexual) found in
the two environments investigated.
The regional differentiation in pathogen lineages can largely be
explained by the different physiologies of these lineages and the
different host life histories in these regions. Mountains pathogen
populations are almost exclusively composed of lineage AB isolates
while Plains populations contain predominantly lineage AA
isolates. Lineage AB isolates are found at low frequency (,15%)
in Plains populations but despite similar infectivity to lineage AA
isolates likely cannot persist in that environment. Indeed, previous
work showed that lineage AB isolates do not readily initiate
a sexual cycle and form teliospores in response to warm to hot
temperatures [37]. Teliospores, in addition to being vehicles for
meiosis, are sclerotic stages that enable M. lini in the Plains to
survive extended periods of heat and drought during summer after
host plants have died back [39], [54]. Conversely, in the
Mountains, plants are perennial but grow from late spring through
summer. There, telia formation in response to warm to hot
temperatures in lineage AA but not lineage AB could have a strong
negative effect on both transmission and long-term survival of
lineage AA, resulting in a competitive advantage for lineage AB
isolates in such environments [37].
If sexual reproduction in the Plains pathogens is primarily
a survival mechanism, then the high diversity in infectivity
observed there may not be a direct result of coevolution with
resistance although it is likely to impact coevolutionary trajectories.
Several observations tend to suggest that much of the variation in
infectivity observed in some Plains populations may be in-
consequential for local disease dynamics. First, we did not find
a correlation between the numbers of resistance and infectivity
phenotypes within populations. For example, high pathogen
diversity was found in Larras Lee despite little or no host
resistance, indicating that phenotypic variation may persist in what
appears to be a coevolutionary coldspot. Similarly, in Garra, we
found a pathogen isolate that could infect every tested host
individual from that population and yet that isolate did not
dominate the pathogen population. Second, we find that Plains
pathogens show weak local adaptation to their hosts, although this
result was dependent on the test used. When using the home vs.
away metric of local adaptation, i.e. infectivity on sympatric vs.
allopatric hosts [55], both pathogen lineages appear locally
adapted. However, when using the local vs. foreign metric of
local adaptation [56], i.e. infectivity of Plains vs. Mountains
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pathogens on Plains hosts, local adaptation is detected for
Mountains pathogens but not for the Plains pathogens perhaps
as a result of the higher resistance of hosts in the Plains. Sexual
reproduction in Plains pathogens (lineage AA) provides a mecha-
nistic explanation for their lower degree of local adaptation than
that of Mountains pathogens (lineage AB). Recombination in
lineage AA isolates may result in the breakdown of co-adapted
gene complexes that facilitate regional patterns of adaptation, or
dominance effects associated with heterozygosity of Avr genes in
Plains pathogens (non-infectivity is typically dominant over
infectivity) [57]. For example, sexual reproduction between two
infective races can generate non infective or partially infective
races through breakdown of the infectivity gene complement (incl.
effector and inhibitor genes) during meiosis [54].
Hence, sexual reproduction seems required for survival in the
Plains and potentially fuels pathogen diversity there despite the
lack of resistance of some host populations. When local resistant
hosts exist, recombination of infectivity genes may also generate
pathogen isolates that are locally unadapted, suggesting an
immediate negative effect on coevolution. Yet, this process may
be important to maintain infectivity on Plains hosts over longer
coevolutionary time. Plains hosts are short-lived and outcrossing
whereas in the Mountains they are perennial and inbred. The
former life-history combination could result in Plains hosts
exhibiting a large and constantly shifting number of resistance
gene combinations, as has been suggested in other systems [27].
Higher diversity of resistance genes will drive negative frequency-
dependent selection on corresponding pathogen infectivity genes
[58], [59]. Previous work has shown that Mountains populations
exhibit a significant amount of year-to-year change in their
resistance phenotypes [60]. We do not have data the equivalent
data from Plains populations, but we predict a greater year-to-year
variation of resistance phenotypes than in the Mountains, despite
the fact that the number of resistance phenotypes present in any
year appears the same in both regions. In this scenario, sexual
reproduction in lineage AA would enable the pathogen to both
persist in the Plains environment and generate sufficient diversity
in infectivity to track Plains hosts on a year-to-year basis. Overall,
this indicates an important role for pathogen life-history in driving
the spatial distribution of lineages across regions and the patterns
of diversity in infectivity found in those regions. Though, we
cannot rule out a contribution of non-adaptive processes in
structuring diversity of infectivity between pathogen lineages.
Consistent with the large geographical distances separating Plains
populations, we find that these demes are highly differentiated,
suggesting little or no gene flow between them. Random genetic
drift may thus at least partly explain higher diversity in lineage AA
pathogens while bottlenecks and founder effects may contribute to
the lower diversity in lineage AB pathogens in the Mountains
where off-season pathogen survival in local host populations
appears to be less certain. Generally, our data exemplify that it can
be difficult to separate adaptive and non-adaptive processes that
may contribute to diversity in infectivity. Hence, future studies that
aim to examine the maintenance of host-pathogen diversity in
natural systems will likely require specific experimental designs
that measure the amount of gene flow between host and pathogen
populations, and reciprocal changes in infectivity and resistance
across time in host-pathogen population pairs.
With regard to the host, we find clear differences between
Mountains and Plains in (1) diversity of resistance and frequency of
partial resistance, (2) overall level of resistance; and (3) within-
population distribution of resistance. While we cannot discard the
existence of regional differences in strength of coevolution or
demographic processes, we argue that the consideration of
regional differences in mating system, i.e. selfing in the Mountains
and outcrossing in the Plains, can reconcile all three results on the
host.
First, outcrossing in the Plains should sustain heterozygosity
over time whereas selfing in the Mountains tends to produce
inbred homozygotes. Partial resistance to flax rust is common in L.
marginale [46]. Among the many genetic factors that can explain it,
incomplete dominance of single resistance genes in heterozygotes
[43] or the breakdown of co-adapted loci of additive effect through
recombination can explain the observation that partial resistance is
more prevalent in outcrossing populations than in their selfing
counterparts. Our findings agree with empirical reports that
inbreeding populations of Arabidopsis lyrata are less resistant and
have fewer partial resistance to white blister rust than their
outcrossing counterparts [61]. However, they differ from theory
predicting that, assuming a single resistance gene shows complete
dominance and no associated fitness cost, selfing rate has no effect
on the level of resistance in the host population [62]. This
discrepancy may be due to the multigene basis of resistance in our
experimental system, including some incompletely dominant
genes [43].
Second, outcrossing has the potential to result in the aggrega-
tion of multiple resistance genes within individual genomes. We
find that more rare genotypes concentrating a large number of
resistance specificities are found in the Plains environment. This
results from either selection of individual genes with broad
resistance specificities or the aggregation of several genes each
with distinct resistance specificity. The low frequency of those
individuals with broad resistance suggests the latter. Theory
predicts that an increase in the average number of resistance genes
per individual will result in reduced disease prevalence, consistent
with observations in the L. marginale - flax rust system [20]. Under
those circumstances, we predict a selective advantage for those
rare host genotypes with high resistance and the maintenance of
sexual reproduction (i.e. recombination) in natural host popula-
tions to generate them through time, consistent with other
empirical and theoretical studies [63], [64], [65], [66]. In addition
to reshuffling existing resistance genes, recombination can
generate novel resistance alleles, as was shown in cultivated flax
where intragenic recombination events in the L gene were shown
to contribute to the gain and loss of flax rust resistance specificities
[67], [68], [69]. In future studies, we aim to survey temporal
changes in host resistance diversity to test the hypothesis of a rapid
turn-over of resistance phenotypes or that new resistance
phenotypes are being generated each year in the Plains
populations but not in the Mountains populations.
Third, at the local scale, plants in the Mountains populations
tended to be more similar within a patch than plants from the
Plains. This pattern held true both for neutral genetic markers and
resistance phenotypes. In the Mountains, considering the high rate
of inbreeding, we expected strong linkage disequilibrium between
resistance genes and microsatellites, consistent with the observed
Figure 5. Regional differences in distribution of resistance toM. lini in populations of L. marginale. An average of 30 individual hosts from
each of 5 Mountains and 5 Plains populations were challenged with 12 differential M. lini isolates. For each population from Mountains (top panel)
and Plains (bottom panel), the number of differential isolates to which individual hosts showed resistance is reported, with 0 meaning the hosts were
susceptible to all pathogen isolates and 12 meaning the hosts were resistant to all pathogen isolates tested.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0041366.g005
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spatial autocorrelations. However, in the Plains, due to out-
crossing, we expected links between phenotype and genotype to be
less pervasive, contrary to observations. The observed matching
patterns of spatial autocorrelation between resistance genes and
microsatellites in the Plains suggest that selection is not structuring
the spatial distribution of resistance at such fine scales. We found
that relatedness of individuals within a patch was significantly
greater in the Mountains than the Plains. Assuming equal passive
seed dispersal in both regions, the simpler explanation for this
observation is differences in pollen movement, i.e. selfing in
Mountains vs. outcrossing in Plains. It is unclear how the
aggregation of genetically similar plants in a patch influences
epidemics in this system, considering M. lini spores are thought to
be wind dispersed over long distances. To our knowledge, no
information is available on how the spatial distribution of
resistance alleles affects disease spread within individual popula-
tions of natural systems. However, evidence from agricultural
systems suggests that epidemics in rusts are negatively affected by
cultivar mixtures [17]. A similar effect may be acting in our study
populations, as a near-significant (P =0.08) negative correlation
was detected in epidemic years between phenotypic diversity of
resistance and disease prevalence in local Mountains populations
[20]. Furthermore, a survey of M. lini in a Mountains pathogen
population has found evidence of local spatial structure whereby
the population was dominated by a single major pathogen
phenotype spread throughout the host population, while low-
frequency phenotypes showed some local clumping [41], [42].
Presumably, this results from the aggregation of genetically similar
hosts in the Mountains.
Much of existing coevolutionary theory addresses the evolution
and maintenance of host sexual reproduction and mating
strategies and predicts an important role for the selective pressure
imposed by pathogens [70], [71], [72], [73], [74]. Our data
suggest that, by undergoing recombination, the host may also
benefit from a pervasive spatial distribution of resistance and the
aggregation of multiple resistances in some individuals. This
benefit of recombination may also be reinforced by life histories
such as annuality rather than perenniality. In the case of the
pathogen, strong associations between pathogen specific life
histories, including mode of reproduction, and specific environ-
ments are also common [75]. Yet, the driving forces favoring
clonal vs. sexual reproduction in pathogens are little understood
[26]. Our data suggest that sexual reproduction in M. lini serves
primarily as a survival mechanism but that it may also represent
an adaptive response to outcrossing in the host. Taken together,
we find that the geographic distributions of those host and
pathogen life histories in this natural system potentially have
important consequences for the geographic structure of resistance
and infectivity at multiple spatial scales. In turn, we postulate that
this structure of resistance and infectivity is an essential factor
driving disease dynamics and coevolutionary trajectories. Towards
being able to deconstruct the often complex selective pressures at
work in host-pathogen genetic associations, establishing more such
links represents an important goal for coevolutionary biology.
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Figure S1 Differential responses to inoculation of wild
flax (Linum marginale) genotypes with a flax rust
(Melampsora lini) isolate.
(TIF)
Figure S2 Regional adaptation of pathogen to their
hosts. Linum marginale individual hosts from 5 Mountains (left
panel) and 5 Plains populations (right panel) were inoculated with
6 Melampsora lini isolates from the Mountains (from left to right in
columns: B3-4, B3-16, K8, N2-9, SH2-1, SH2-8) and 6 isolates
from the Plains (from left to right in columns: L.Lee-19, Mar-34,
Mar-41, Gar-26, Gun-14, Gun-37). Infections were scored as
resistant (white squares), partially resistant (grey squares) and fully
susceptible (black squares).
(TIF)
Figure S3 Phenotypic variance and genetic distances in
hosts and pathogens populations. Left panels: Analyses of
phenotypic variance in Linum marginale populations (top panels) and
Melamposora lini populations (bottom panels) from Mountains and
Plains regions. All components of variance are significant at
p,0.01. Right panels: trees of Nei’s phenotypic distances within
and among Mountains and Plains populations were generated
using UPGMA.
(TIF)
Figure S4 Estimates of outcrossing rates in two repre-
sentative Mountains and Plains populations. Plots show
the estimated population equilibrium outcrossing rates for
Mountains populations G1 and G3 and Plains populations
Gundagai and Canowindra calculated using 3–4 markers and
the standard error of the mean.
(TIF)
Table S1 Nucleotide sequences of microsatellites mar-
kers used in this study and size in bp of polymorphic
alleles in the L. marginale populations assayed.
(PDF)
Table S2 Plains and Mountains L. marginale popula-
tions used in this study with indices of genetic variability
and polymorphic alleles for each population.
(PDF)
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Figure 6. Fine-scale spatial distribution of variation among L. marginale individuals in two representative Mountains and Plains
populations. (A) Spatial autocorrelations of resistance phenotypes (Block distance) were calculated using infection type responses of individuals to
4 pathogen isolates as quantitative traits. (B) Spatial autocorrelations of genetic structure (Tanimoto distance) were calculated using genotype data
from 9 microsatellite markers. Distograms were generated for blocks of 0.5 m for the first 8 and 9 metres for resistance phenotypes (A) and genotypes
(B) respectively (1000 permutations). Grey lines represent the upper and lower limit of the 99% confidence intervals, within which a spatial
autocorrelation of random datapoints resides. The phenotypic (A) and genotypic distances (B) between individuals in transects are depicted with the
black line. Datapoints below the lower limit of the 99% confidence interval indicate the distance at which patches are more similar in resistance (A) or
genetically (B) than predicted by random distribution.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0041366.g006
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